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SECURITY AT A HIGH SPEED 

Cyberspace suggests a high speed of information delivery, ever-
faster response to market needs, and proactive competition, 
and, therefore, calls for regular and quick implementation of 
new web app functionality. Doing things at high speed leads to 
errors and still leaves no time for standard security checks. 
Businesses care more about new features than reports on 
potential threats, alleged hackers, or enormous losses, and 
yet specialists are responsible for  information security.

Today, information security team, as a business unit, is expected 
to not only prevent programming errors at an early stage, but 
also to speed up update release while ensuring their security.

Over 80% of information security specialists agree that 
external threats are the most dangerous and wide-spread 
today, while  51% believe that a web app is the most 
vulnerable point of corporate infrastructure.
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PROTECTION STARTS AS EARLY AS
AT DEVELOPMENT STAGE…

Every web application contains at least five critical vulnerabilities, which hackers 
can exploit in order to take control over a web resource and obtain access to 
databases, financial transactions, and payment, customer, and other confidential 
information.

Every change to a resource is a potential threat: new code lines containing 
an accidental error or an intentional backdoor; a newly-created user account 
protected by a weak password or offering excessive privileges; or a new business 
process giving rise to a new fraud scheme. Any changes to a protected object 
call for a mandatory security system reconfiguration.

Three years ago, it didn’t cause many troubles: Information systems were updated 
once a month or even quarter, thus leaving enough time for lab testing and third-
party security audit. Today, systems change once every 2–3 days in the banking 
sector, remarkably less often in manufacturing and far more often in e-commerce.

THIS BEING SO, SECURITY CHECKS MUST BE AUTOMATED AND BE AN 
INTEGRAL PART OF WEB DEVELOPMENT.
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…AND NEVER STOPS

Hackers, DDoS attacks, and data leaks hit the headlines every day. The problem is not with programmers writing a ‘bad’ code but with 
standard website errors embedded in web platforms, weak user passwords, the fact that taking down a competitor’s website costs less 
than fair market competition, and many other reasons.

Can a human being constantly keep track of all published vulnerabilities, flawlessly control web tool settings, monitor 
user content, check all possible attack vectors, and immediately react to abnormal traffic?

According to the InfoWatch annual research findings, human factor is the bottleneck of corporate security.

InfoWatch’s approach to ensuring security of critical web 
infrastructure rests on three pillars: 

Continuity 

Adaptivity

Excluding human factor to the maximum extent
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GETTING CRITICAL ISSUES RESOLVED QUICKLY

Ensuring web resource availability to customers

Reliable protection of sensitive information, such as trade secrets and 
personal data

Secure financial transactions completed through a corporate website or app

Protecting against data spoofing or illegal content posting

Maintaining website search ranking even in case of code manipulations 
attempted by intruders

Protecting website users from attacks, which inject malicious code into  
website pages

INFOWATCH ATTACK KILLER
Active continuous security 
of business-critical web apps

The solution will be particularly useful for online banking systems, e-commerce sites, public service 
portals, teamwork systems, online stores, and other websites and applications.
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INFOWATCH ATTACK KILLER:
ARCHITECTURE 

INFOWATCH ATTACK KILLER CUSTOM CODE 
SCANNER (CCS) 

Static analysis technology to detect application source 
code vulnerabilities.

• Identifying source code errors in line with the secure 

programming requirements of PCI DSS, OWASP, and platform 

vendors

• Supporting all the most popular programming languages (Java, 

PHP, JavaScript, C#, etc.)

The reports are 

straightforward and 

do not require special 

knowledge

INFOWATCH ATTACK KILLER 
WEB APPLICATION 
FIREWALL (WAF)

Continuous search for application 
vulnerabilities and active automated 
protection against hacker attacks.
• Bringing together app vulnerability 

detection and active protection against 

hacking

• Self-learning algorithms automatically 

adapting to changes in web resources

• No need for manual re-configuration 

after each update

• Identifying multi-step attacks based on 

a variety of security events

• Generating easy-to-read and intuitive 

reports and charts
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INFOWATCH ATTACK KILLER 
ANTIDDOS

Continuous web protection against DDoS 
attacks based on a cloud distributed 
network of filtering nodes.
• As soon as a website or app is connected, it 

is under active and ongoing protection

• Automatic protection immediately 

responds to dangerous anomalies

• Protecting even extremely high-load 

web projects against DDoS attacks of 

any intensity

• Isolating parasitic traffic at the filtering 

node level, so that the site gets 

‘cleared’ traffic

• Users learn about attack attempts from 

reports only
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HOW IT WORKS

Custom Code Scanner 
(CCS) detects vulnerabilities 
and then issues correction 

recommendations. With 
InfoWatch Attack Killer in place, 

any application is ready for 
release even if a code contains 

errors

 
A dynamic scanner, built in WAF, 

determines the severity of the 
detected vulnerabilities and 

prioritizes correction measures

Then the detected vulnerabilities 
and any options to exploit them are 
automatically passed from passive 

protection (static and dynamic 
scanners) to active one: DDoS 

filters, a part of AntiDDoS, and web 
application firewall (WAF)
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While programmers are working 

on the detected vulnerabilities 
and released updates undergo 
the entire test cycle, InfoWatch 

Attack Killer automatically 
closes possible attack vectors

As soon as a website or app 
is connected, it is under 

continuous protection against 
DDoS attacks.

All protected traffic is 
permanently routed through the 
distributed network of filtering 

nodes

AntiDDoS and WAF 
automatically adapt their 
settings and add filtering 

rules — virtual patches — that 
block dangerous queries to a 

vulnerable functionality

With continuous security, everyone wins: a business will get a quickly 
launched functionality, loyal customers, and revenue; a developer will 
have enough time for error correction without any pressure; while an 
ISM officer will have a system running securely
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CONTINUOUS SECURITY COMES
WITH BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Security as a feature and your competitive advantage
Reliable foundation laid at the stage of app development guarantees stable 
performance, secure financial transactions, and stored data privacy.
With InfoWatch Attack Killer, your protection starts as early as at the development 
stage. User confidence in website or web app reliability boosts customer loyalty 
and attracts new audience.

Even vulnerable updates are safe and ready for release
No matter how simple updates are, they can jeopardize security, and, therefore, 
an application should be regularly scanned.
Manual checks of frequent updates slow down code release. InfoWatch Attack 
Killer allows for prompt deployment of new functionality thanks to continuous 
search and automatic patching of vulnerabilities until programmers fix them.

Human factor now cannot affect sustainable operation
Web resource unavailability causes reputational and financial losses. While the 
speed of incident response generally depends on reaction of security system 
operators, InfoWatch Attack Killer immediately reacts to anomalies, avoids 
false positives due to its self-learning algorithms, and thus ensures continuous 
availability of a web resource to authorized users.
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WHY INFOWATCH ATTACK KILLER?

A single solution to protect against all web threats
Bringing balance to security, development, and business

Modular connectivity
Protection started with any module

Single web interface and unified reporting
Intuitive charts and reports on logged attack attempts on all 
protection layers

Best-of-breed technology union
InfoWatch Group merged leading technologies, each is battle-proven 
on the information security market

Assisted regulatory compliance
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